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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION. 
FUrpose 
This is a follow-up study over a period of six and 
one-half years of nineteen patients, originallY diagnosed 
as dementia praecox, who were released on trial visit from 
the Rhode Island State Hospital for Mental Disease and who 
have since remained in the community. The study was 
undertaken to learn what social £actors contributed most 
to the patients' re-adjustment in the community. 
Scope 
This study covers a release period of four months: 
July, August, September and October of the year 1946. 
The entire number of dementia praecox patients released 
on trial visits during the foregoing period, and who 
were not re-admitted to the hospital up to June 15, 
1953, the closing date of the study., were considered. 
Although nineteen patients were released, six 
were eliminated from this study. Three had died since 
their release from the hospital and three could not be 
located up to June 15, 1953, despite all efforts on 
~ the part of the writer to do so. 
The months selected have no significance - theY were the 
1 
first four months of the hospital 1 s operating year; but the 
year 1946 was selected as establishing a fair range of time 
after release from the hospital for the evaluation of poten-
tialities and developments. 
All of the patients were formally discharged, and so 
noted on the books of the hospital, a year after their 
release. 
Source of Data 
The case records of patients treated at the Rhode Island 
State Hospital for Mental Disease, and the materi~l collected 
by the writer during her interviews with the~patients or 
their families were the sources of data used herein. 
Method 
A carefully worked out schedule, given in Appendix A, 
was used to abstract data from each case. Emphasis was 
placed on the patient 1 s pre-psychotic personality, his course 
in the hospital, his condition and diagnosis at time of 
discharge. A second schedule, also given in Appendix A, was 
to guide the writer in her follow-up interview. 
The writer visited eight patients personally, after the 
appointments had been made by telephone. Two of the remaining 
~ive patients refused to see the writer; one of these 
gave the information over the telephone, while the 
2 
other patient's relatives contributed the desired information. 
The remaining three were not seen because of the advice of 
close relatives; the latter giving the information in each 
case. For those patients not personally seen, the information 
obtained by telephone or from relatives was considered less 
reliable. 
In each case the writer defined the purpose of the inter-
view by saying that it was to get an overall picture of the 
patient as a person; and that the material was to be used 
solely for research purposes. This had no noticeable effect 
on the interviews. 
In the follow-up interviews with patients, the writer 
tried to facilitai;.e each patient's participation as much·as 
possible. Direct questions were injected as often as neces-
sary in order that the interview might have purpose and good 
results. In the follow-up interviews with relatives, the 
questions were put in direct fashion. 
Limitations 
There were certain limitations placed upon the writer 
.in preparing this study. Among such were the inevitable 
subjective factors entering into the material presented; the 
) ina~curacies in evaluation of information obtained in only 
one interview with the patient or his relatives; the bias of 
3 
relatives; the bias of the informant in presenting the 
case possibly in a different light than might actually 
be the case; the vagueness of the criteria for rating 
the adjustment and in determining which factor had more 
influence than another in helping or hindering the 
patient to adjust himself in the community. 
Setting 
This study was undertaken at the Rhode Island State 
Hospital for Mental Diseases. It is the only state 
hospital for all residents of Rhode Island. Commitments 
are on a voluntary basis, by a court commitment, or by a 
Department of Social Welfare commit~ent. No patient is 
released until the matter has been discussed in Service 
Clinic, composed of Ward PhYsicians, the Clinical Direc~or 
or the Assistant Superintendent. If a relative takes a 
patient out without the approval of the hospital, the 
patient is listed in the records as nagainst advice.u 
When a patient is released on trial visit, a 
relative or friend signs papers to take him for six 
months. If the patient appears at the hospital before 
the end of six months, his trial visit may be renewed 
for another six months. If, at the end of any six 
months' period, he is interviewed and found to be well, 
the phYsician may recommend his discharge. If he fails 
to report before the end of any six monthst period, he 
4 
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is automatically discharged from the hospital, whether 
cured or not. 
Background 
CHAPTER II 
SCHIZOPHRENIA 
Since we hear so much talk today about a schizophrenic 
person and since such a person is popularly described as 
ncrazyu be he thought of as irrational, unpredictable, 
potentially dangerous to the community, or to himself, it 
might be well to give the reader a general picture of 
schizophrenia and what its prqgnosis is, as viewed by 
competent medical authorities today. It is estimated that 
one out of every fifteen persons is treated for mental ill-
ness 1/, and almost one-half the resident population of 
mental hospitals is made up of schizophrenic patients &f. 
The latter are among the youngest to be admitted and they 
stay the longest. 
There are many theories of the etiology of schizo-
phrenia, but its nature and course, after exhaustive studies, 
have not as yet been asceEtained. Each school of thought 
holds to its own position. Kraepelin attributed it to the 
disorder of endocrine glands 3/, Bleuler never wholly 
abandoned his idea that it would one day turn out to be a 
1 Vera Behrendt, M.D., Assistant Superintendent, 
Rhode Island State Hospital: Staff Conference. 
2 Leland E._Hinsie, M.D., Visual outline of 
PsYchiatry, p. 57. 
3 Donald Blair, M.D., Journal of Mental Science, 
p. 381. 
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brain disease 4/, Meyer believed the disorder to be a 
-
reaction as a result of confl~cts and complexes with final 
withdrawal from reality 5/, Kretsmer and Mauz of the Bio-
logical School fagored the idea that it is an endogenous 
disease 6/, and Jung showed that some temperamental types 
were particularly liable to the disease 7/. 
Psychiatry owes a debt to Emil Kraepelin of Germany 
for provoking real and controversial thought about the 
illness. It was he, who at the start of the nineteenth 
century, grouped a number of symptoms under one disorder 
and called it dementia prae~ox: dementia because it ap-
pe~ed to have a malignant tendency, and praecox, because 
the deterioration seemed to begin early in life. Bleuler, 
in 1911, objected to the term dementia praecox because he 
found that the disease did not necessarily begin in early 
adolescence, nor ~variably terminate in dementia, so he 
renamed the condition schizophre~a, which means split 
personality. Meyer came, in 1906, with his idea that the 
way the combined psycho-biological make-up of the person 
reacted to the environment constituted the illness; that 
the disease could be derived from normal behavior on the 
basis of adjustive insufficiency and habit deterioration. 
4 Norman Cameron, M.D., The PsYchology o:f Behavior, 
p. 449 •. 
5 Arthur p. Noyes, M.D., Moder!n Clinical PsYchiatry, 
i/ P• 355. 
6 Blair, op. cit., p. 379. 
7 Ibid, p:-37g:-
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our present concepts of schizophrenia are based largely on 
Kraepelin, Meyer and Bleuler 8/, while continental psy-
chiatrists follow pretty largely the Biological School of 
thought 9/. 
Again, Psychiatry can be grateful to Kraepelin for ·his 
classification of the illness into types which continue in 
use today. Kraepelin broke down the illness into four 
types: simple, hebephrenic, catatonic and paranoid. He 
set up each one according to the prominence of the s~mptoms, 
such as distorted thought processes, delusions, and halluci-
nations, and general mental deterioration. Below are the 
types as set up by Kraepelin and some of their chief 
characteristics-: 
Simple type is recognized by general 
apathy and an ineffectiveness in 
meeting environmental demands during 
adolescence and early adulthood. 
Catatonic type is characterized by 
mot~lity disorders, excitement or 
stupor, gesturing or stereotyped 
activities. The onset is usually 
sudden and stormy. 
Hebep~enic type is noted by in-
appropriate. behavior, bizarre 
delusions and odd mannerisms. 
Paranoid type is distinguished by well-
pronounced delusions, usuallY persecu-
tory in character, aggressive behavior, 
and includes hallucinations and grandi-
ose ideas. 
8 Noyes, ..Q.J2.~., p. 353. 
9 Blair, ~· £1!., p. 381. 
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In addition to the foregoing four major types, _Psychiatr~ 
recognizes today five more subdivisions under Schizophrenic 
Reaction; namely; Acute Un-differentiated, Chronic Undiffer-v u· 
entiated, Chronic Undifferentiated, Affective,Childhood, 
and Residual types 10/. 
The simple and hebephrenic forms occur at a slightly 
younger age than the catatonic form and at a considerably 
younger age than the par~noid form. The paranoid type 
usually occurs between thirty and thirty-five. The hebe-
phrenic type is frequently difficult to differentiate be-
cause quite often there are some sym~toms pertaining more 
to the catatonic type and at other times, to a paranoid 
reaction. According to Bleuler, it now constitutes a big 
trough into which are thrown all those forms that cannot 
be classed with the other three forms ]1/. In simple 
dementia there is a general falling away of interest. In 
catatonic, particularly, the patient escapes from an un-
favorable environment to a new world in which there are no 
conflicts. He does so by repression. In hebephrenia the 
patient represents a failure to develop any adequate de-
fenses without any gross splitting of the personality, and 
in the paranoid patient, the intellectual mechanism becomes 
disorganized, but he is able to build a more or less elabo-
10 American Psychiatric Association, Diagnostic and 
Statistical Manual, pp. 26-28.· 
11 Eugen P. Bleuler, Textbook of PsYchiatry, p. 426. 
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rate world of phantasy in which he gets along fairly well. 
Kraepelin observed that men shaved more in the hebe-
phrenic types and women fell more in the paranoid classifica-
tion. pollack found th~t schizophrenia tended to occurl 
earlier in life in the male sex than_ in the female 12/. 
The schizophrenic disorder appears to develop more·. 
easily in an anxious, solitary individual who is socially 
immature and inept. A common early symptom is withdrawal 
from interpersonal relationships and a self-sufficient atti-
tude. The individual tends to become unpredictable and his 
behav;ior unintelligible. Sudden shifts.in attitude are 
common and the person may go from excitement to stupor, from 
talkativeness to muteness. Usually the childhood of schizo-
phrenic·patients shows early unstable behavior, and the traits 
color later developments. Perhaps ;it may not be any one trait 
which is significant, but a combination occurs which is sig-
nificant, a combination which might point to .real or potential 
difficulty. At first, the psychosis does not usually take 
on malignant features, but may appear in the form of a typical 
ne~osis, a condition in which the patient complains about 
something for which there is no organic cause. Schizophrenia 
commonly, and quite likely, can masquerade as a neurosis 13/. 
The schizoid personality usually shows a long-time malad-
12 Blair, ~· cit., p. 416. 
13 Karl Menninger, Diagnosis and Treatment of 
Schizophrenia, p. 96. 
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justment in his interpersonal relationships which often is 
subtle and goes unnoticed. He reacts with fear, insecUrity, 
and criticism towards situations which, for the average 
person, are simply a part of everyday experience. 
It is as a defense reaction to these feelings that the 
schizoid person sometimes develops the manners, habits, 
tastes and interests which he can pursue by himself and 
which give him an opportunity to seclude himself from those 
contacts which are so painful. One outlet after another is 
closed to him because of his personal sensitiveness, timidity 
submissiveness and crippling memories. He fails to get 
satisfaction, either in his personal familial relations, or 
later, in the broader groups of school, social, sexual, or 
occupational adjustments. Pecul~ar mood, abrupt and scanty, 
affective rapport often point to the disease at once, while 
accessory syl;(l.ptoms like delusions and hallucinations make 
recognition quickly possible. 
According to Bowlby, some of the traits specific to 
schizoid personalities are lack of sexual interest, lack of 
humor, docility, saintlin~ss, grandiosity, emotional insta-
bility, fetishism, apathy, indolence, hostility, cruelty, 
sadism and preoccupation 14/. Sixty per cent of the patients 
diagnosed as schizophrenic show the abov-e traits prior to the 
development of psychosis. We may say that these traits exist 
14 John Bowlby, M.D., Personality and Mental Illness, 
pp. 205-226. 
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in a slight or moderate degree in so-called normal people 
because there is no one who is never depDessed, few who 
never had a headache, or a psychosomatic symptom, or who 
do not withdraw to some extent in phantasy. These are 
mechanisms of defense which in a schizophr.enic person over- . 
step the normal boundaries. 
Psychologically, dementia praecox is the reaction of 
an inadequate personality to the difficulties of the en-
vironment; it expresses itself in an inability to react as 
other normal people do, to the stresses and trials met in 
the educational, economic, se.x.Ual, emotional, domestic or 
social life of the person. Some of the defects of an in-
adequate personality include: an inability to reach the 
educational level consistent with the person's intellectual 
capaci~y, the inability to gain economic success commensurate 
with the intellectual capacity of the person, maladjustment 
to a normal sex life, the difficulty in meeting misfortunes 
and disasters which the average individual meets without any 
abnormal disturbance, the inability to maintain a normal 
home and adjustment and the inability of the person to meet 
the normal standards set by society. 
Prognosis 
Of all the bulk of literature devoted to schizophrenia, 
very little, bY comparison, has dealt with prognosis: main-
ly because of the difficulties in assessing the factors in 
12 
the patient's constitution and histor~. However, it can be 
said that the prognosis of schizophrenia today is somewhat 
different from what it was in Kraepelin•s time, when his 
classification spelled doom. There is now an optimistic 
attitUde about schizophrenia and it is much better than 
most people al'e aware of-, or believe possibl:e. :It,will 
usually be found that, if a psychosis represents an insidi-
ous, slow development, and an unfolding of a previous 
schizoid personality, the prognosis is bad. Such a psy-
chosis usually indicates many years of unsatisfactory 
adaptation. n •••• the more definite an external precipi-
tating cause, the more rapid the onset, the better the 
prognosis n 15/. Catatonics u·sually show good recovery if 
the onset has been strong and the episode still. acute. 
Many are restored to pre-psychotie level for several years 16/ 
A slow insidious withdrawal is apt to lead to an irreversible 
disorganization of the personality. If the psychosis has 
existed for a year without clear-cut. signs of improvement, 
a faiz:orable outcome is usually not to be expected, although 
not unknowp. 17 I. 
·The prognosis of the simple type is normally quite good 
as regards arrest of process before prefound dementia, but 
15 Noyes, QE• cit., p. 381. 
16 Noyes, .21!· .£.!:!?.., p. 382. 
~7 Noyes, Q2• ~., p. 382. 
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poor as regards recovery. Deterioration in this particular 
group tends to be slower and less in degree than in a~ o£ 
the other groups. The situation is somewhat different with 
the hebephrenic group in which deterioration occurs earlier 
than in the catatonic or paranoid types. Prognosis in the 
. ·. 
catatonic group is poor if the cases develop furtively, but 
remissions may occur in the acute cases. In the paranoid 
group, remissions usually occur which can be looked upon as 
social recoveries. The longer the existence of the psychosis 
the less chance of improvement occurring. 
According to Bleuler, the actual chronic conditions are 
capable of little improvement, but 
The disease may come to a standstill at every stage 
and many of its symptoms may clear up very much or 
altogether; but if it progresses, it leads to a 
dementia of a definite character 18/. 
According to Cameron, improvement and recovery of 
schizophrenic cases are gradual and slow. 
They are so often incomplete and temporary that the 
mere pessimistic therapists prefer to speak only of 
remissions and to consider every recurrence a relapse. 
The outcome unfortunately to some extent justifies a 
gloomy therapeutic attitude. BUt recoveries from early 
mild schizophrenic illnesses are common, and even in 
cases with severe delusional and hallucination involve-
ment, the outcome depends at least in part upon the 
therapist's skill and enterprise 19/. 
According to Henderson and Gillespie, symptomatic 
guides are not much help in anticipating whether a case is 
unfavorable or favorable • 
.l.B .tUeU.l.er, .QR• ill•, p. 440. 
19 Cameron, 2R• ~., p. 459. 
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The emphasis must be placed more on an attempt to 
estimate how the individual met his dif'ficulties in 
his pre-psychotic period. If he handled them for the 
most part in a satisfactory way and if his general 
interests have been well maintained, then he has a very 
much better chance of readjusting himself then the 
shut-in, introverted individual. •" 
Schizophrenics who have been better equipped mentally 
and emotionally and those who have encountered fairly 
adequate precipitating factors; have a much better 
chance of recovery than the others gQ/. 
Some authors claim that no true case of schizophrenia 
ever recovers, that if a recovery occurs, the classification 
was 'not correc6.' Be that as it may, and taking into con-
sideration the divergence of opinion as to what consitutes 
ntrue schizophrenia," the different interpretations of the 
term nrecovery,n and the all-inclusive group of schizophrenic 
patients, it is generally recognized that the illness is 
most serious, although there are certain cases which can and 
do readjust themselves. A large number make a social rather 
than a complete recovery, and there are those who reach a 
quiescent state so that they can be cared for in their homes. 
Schizophrenia, like many other medical conditions, is 
one in which psychiatrists can be encouraged to iliook for 
improvement and readjustment at a productive, although some-
times simpler, level. Recovery or improvement depends many 
times upon the right treatment in the right environment, in 
which it is not necessary for the person to be afraid of his 
own fearful aggressiveness and resentment. 
20 D. K. Henderson and R. D. Gillespie, A Textbook 
of Psychiatry, Sixth Edition, p. 325. 
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A follow-up study by Terry and Rennie of seventy-seven 
cases of Parergasia .(Schizophrenia), reviewed six and one-
half years after hospitalization, found that 44 per cent 
recovered or improved enough to no longer require hospital-
ization. The authors concluded that while the results may 
not have been justified in speaking of a complete recovery, 
nevertheless the results ind.icated a new note of optimism 
in contrast to the olde·r ideas of t:q.e disorder. Adjustment 
is often achieved at a less straining level under circum-
stances of unusual protectiveness, security or indulgence 21/. 
A follow-up study by Rupp and Fletcher of six hundred 
forty-one cases,. clinically diagnosed as schizophrenia, after 
four and a half to ten years, foUnd 6.6 per cent_ ~uch im-
proved, 15.3 per cent improved, 63.5 per cent unimproved, 
and 14.6 per cent dead 22/. 
A follow-up study by W. L• Holt, Jr. and w. M. Holt, 
of one hundred f.orty-·one patients, admitted to the West-
borough State Hospital in 1921,-made in 1951, found that out 
of a total of fifty-six patients diagnosed as dementia 
praecox, only fifteen showed any degree of improvement. Ten 
in the study could not be traced 23/. 
21 Gladys c. Terry and Thomas A. C. Rennie, M.D~, 
Analysis of Parergasia, p. 158. 
22 Charles Rupp, M.D., a:nd Elizabeth K. Fletcher, A 
Five to Ten Year Follow-up Study of 641 Schizophrenic cases. 
23 William L. Holt, M.D., and Winifred M. Holt, 
Long-term Prognosis in Mental Diseases, pp. 735-739. 
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Treatment 
One of the reasons why there is a more favorable out-
look in schizophrenia in recent years bas been the reports 
of high recove~y rates by investigat·ors using different 
therapies, such as glandular, chemical, psychotherapy and 
others. Development of the methods of shock treatment have 
brought about a considerable change in the outlook for 
schizophJ;enic patients, especially if' treatment is begun 
early in the course of the disease. I~s value has been dis-
puted by some authorities who believe it should be used 
primarily for the manic-depressive group. 
At the present time, there are three widely-used methods 
of treatment: i~sulin, electro-shock and psychoth~rapy. 
Insulin shock may bring about remissions in schizophrenia 
that might not otherwise occur, or it might bring them about 
sooner, thus shortening hospitalization 24/. It has best 
results usually in pat~ents fifteen to thirty years of' age, 
in whom the illness· has been le.ss than a year t s duration. 
On the other hand, electro-shock may be used in· place 
of insulin in acute or sub-acute schizophreriic reactions. 
It is beneficial in schizophrenia with affective disorders 
and in early acute forms, but· is of little value where the 
onset has been of the prolonged insidious nature. Sometimes 
electro-shock and insulin are combined, with electro-shock 
24 Noyes, .2J2• cit., p. 463. 
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used to reduce the most disturb~g symptoms, after which the 
.insulin treatment is begun. It is generally accepted that 
each type of shock treatment is of value in the treatment 
of schizophrenia, but because failure 8nd relapses are fre-
quent, investigators combine both, looking for more and better 
remissions. Psychotherapy, with suggestion and re-education, 
has been used with best results with insulin treated cases. 
Whether or not a schizophrenic patient receives shock 
therapy depends upon the individual case, and, sometimes the 
choice is an arbitrary one. Even though the essential pattern 
remains unchanged in many cases, symptoms usually decrease 
after shock therapy thereby adjusting the patient to better 
hospital living. 
Because the insulin method consumes a great deal of time 
and requires vigilance on the part of a skilled team, there 
is a tendency to substitute electro-shock for insulin 
therapy 25/.. 
Many times the patient requires mo more than the meutral 
environment of the hospital, which is free from criticism, 
nagging, and other facets of hostility; factors which con-
tribute so much to a patientts maladjustment and subsequent 
illness. The hospital provides a protective and sustaining 
relationship out of which spontaneous remissions occur. 
Many times the psychiatrist may think it advisable to give 
the patient individual therapy and again group therapy-might 
25 Noyes, ~· ~., p. 391. 
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prove most helpful. 
Community Adjustment 
Mental patients, ~enerally, encounter great difficulties 
upon their discharge from a hospital into the community • 
• 
Their fear of rejection is a real and threatening one. 
Activities that are part of the every-day life of the average 
person, are likely to become serious problems for the psycho-
tic patient on his return .to the community. 
The community frequently holds to the old concept of 
mental illness and is skeptical of the discharged patient's 
ability to re-adjust himself. The community- considers the 
mental patient different from the physically sick person; 
the latter is expected to recover, but it has no such con-
fidence in the former who is a person more or less insane • 
. ' 
It is recognized that employment satisfaction plus smooth 
working relations contribute much to the mental health and 
adjustment of the patient. Work·translates energy into use-
ful things, nurtures self-eateem, and provides formally or 
informally a means of social relationship. The latter is 
particularly important since a schizophrenic person usually 
has difficulties in relating to others. 
The patient is very sensitive to the reactions of the 
environment and it is the family who help play a great part 
in his adjustment. Home is a place where the patient feels 
he belongs. Whatever difficulties and frustration there may 
19 
be elsewhere, the discharged patient expects to be accepted 
and liked by members of his family and counted as one of that 
intimate group even though he sometimes fails to conform to 
what is expected of him. For many schizophrenic patients, 
home often becomes a place of escape and protection, but even 
in such cases, they are more nearly healthy and secure than 
they would be without the emotional support which the home 
supplies. Many times it is no more than supportive treatment 
in which the patient is sustained and protected in the com-
munity. 
Members of the patient's family learn to adjust them-
selves to th~ patient's personality changes in order to 
facilitate whatever behavior is necessary for him to get well· 
Genuine good will ~d love on the part of the family coupled 
with intelligent understanding of the illness can·prevent 
social difficulties.from becoming insurmountable obstacles. 
The patient develops self-confidence and a sense of adequacy 
in a home in which the members have an understanding of his 
needs and the ability to meet them. This attitude may widen 
and if the patient lives in a permissively tolerant community, 
he acquires some of the tolerance so that his interest may 
shift from what the community thinks to what he thinks him-
self. He may respond to his own problem and participate in 
its solution if he is not blocked by fear, inhibition and 
anxiety. Patients who have sympathetic, cooperative families 
20 
possess in them a great resource which contributes vitally to 
the smooth running of their adjustments. 
In addition to creating social difficulties for the 
released patient, mental illness also imposes a strain on the 
family. The nature of the relationship between the patient 
and the members of his family, depends mainly upon the 
family•s behavior. Extreme self-restraint is needed; in some 
instances upon what they say and do, and even more upon what 
they refrain from saying and doing. Members of the family 
sometimes feel estranged and lost when ·the patient returns 
home with a somewhat different personality. Also, many times 
the members of the family have had to plan their lives winh-
out the patient so that when he· does come home, the relation-
ship-is unreal and strange. 
It is in this area that the psychiatric social worker·· 
can be of great help. With her understanding of individual 
and family relationships and community problems and resources, 
she can help the members of the patient•s family to accept 
patient and his illness and to bring about some changes that 
will create a more favorable psychological and social environ-
ment. She can also help families receive the discharged 
patient with a positive non-rejecting attitude and to use 
intelligence and understanding in dealing with his everyday 
behavior. 
While released patients ought to receive casework help 
21 
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during their periods of trial visits, the limitations of the 
staff of social service in most public mental hospitals, 
make the coverage impossible. 
II 
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CHAPTER III 
PRESENTATION OF DATA 
In this part of the study, the writer attempts to. 
evaluate the social adjustment of the nineteen patients. 
The factors considered important are age, sex, number of 
hospital admissions, length of hospital stay, and an analYsis 
of the primary criteria for evaluating social adjustment, 
plus the kind of treatment given the patient. 
There were four men and nine women in the group 
after eliminating the dead and unavailable ones. Five 
were single: one male and four female. Five were married: 
one male and four female. Two were widowed: one male and 
one female. One was separated: male. 
23 
TABLE I 
AGES OF THE PAT.IENTS STUDIED 
=~===========================~========~=====~============== 
Ages on admission Number of patients 
------------~----------------------------------------------
Under 26 
26-30 
31-35 
36-40 
41-45 
46-50 
over 50 
0 
1 
3 
4 
1 
1 
3 
------------------~----------------------------------------
Total 13 
The patientst ages at the time of admission ranged 
from twenty-seven to sixty-three with a median age of 
forty. More than one-half were concentrated in their 
late twenties to forties. According to Dr. Hinsie 26/, 
the admission of ,schizophrenic patients to mental hospitals 
reaches its peaks during the third and fourth decades of 
life. 
26 Leland E. Binsie, M.D., Visual outline of 
PsYchiatrY, p. 57. 
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TABLE II 
ADJUSTMENT WITH RESPECT TO DIAGNOSIS 
==~=========================~========~==================== 
Medical 
Diagnosis 
Number of Patients inclUded in .study 
Good Fair poor Total 
----~--------~--~-----~~~~--~-------------~-------------~-
Simple 
Hebephrenic 
Catatonic 
Paranoid 
3 
2 
1 
4 
1 
2 
1 
0 
4 
8 
--------------------------------------------------~-------Total 5 5 3 13 
=====:==============~=======~=========;=========;========= 
Table II notes the types of patients suffering from 
dementia praecox who have made an adjustment of one kind 
or another. 
The number stUdied here is far too small to draw any 
galid statistical conclusions. It is interesting, however,· 
to observe that of tb.e .four catatonics in the group~ three 
made good adjustments while o.f the eight paranoids, two 
made good adjustments. This bears out the thought that 
Catatonia has a favorable remission predictability. 
In rating adjustment, .four areas were considered: 
family relationship, social-personal relationship, vo-
cational adjustment, and peculiar habits or characteristics. 
In order to examine the individual patientts adjustment as 
objectively as possible, the .following criteria o.f good, 
fair and poor were chosen: 
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FamilY Relationship 
Good - A favorable positive relationship with parents, 
spouse or children 
Fair - Moderate acceptance of family - some friction 
Poor - Indifference towards family - withdrawal from 
family circle - lack of interest 
Social-Personal RelationshiR 
Good - Relationship outside the family circle which 
patient made easily. 
Fair - Extra-familial contacts which patient made with 
difficulty 
Poor - No interest in socialization outside the 
family circle 
Vocational Adjustment 
Good- Lengthof time patient was on job and in 
attendance - return to equivalent or less straining 
·Work 
Fair Unemployed part time - changes in employment due to 
self 
Poor - Not employed - incapacity to carry out any useful 
occupation 
Peculiar Habits or Characteristics 
Good - No abnormal habits or traits 
Fair - Some peculiar habits or traits but not serious 
enough to incapacitate patient 
Poor - Abnormal traits or habits which incapacitated 
patient yet not to the extent necessary to 
re-hospitalize him. 
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TABLE III 
PATIENTS RESPONDING TO TYPES OF TREATMENT 
Type 
Good 
Adjustment 
Fair 
Total 
Poor ________ ..,.. ________ .. ....__...,... _____________ _, ___ .,.. ________________ ..,....._ ... ______ __ 
Non-specific 
Electro-shock 
Insulin 
3 
1 
3 
3 
1 
2 
7 
6 
------------------------------------------------------~-~-~ Total 4 3 13 
'eltS!SB.firt!fl!l!!lJ!t.tll':it:!::~======================·===============-====== 
From Table III, it is observable that of the thirteen 
patients studied, seven were not treated with shock therapy. 
Of the seven, three made good adjustments, while of the six 
treated with electro-shock therapy, only one made a good 
adjustment. In the poor adjustment group, one was not 
treated with any specific kind of therapy while two·, who 
were treated with electro-shock therapy, rated poor. No 
valid conclusions can be drawn from this because of the ·small 
number of patients who were treated; the statistical sample 
is too small. 
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TABLE IV 
ANALYSIS OF THE FOUR AREAS STUDIED 
-------------------------------------------------------------~ ---------------------· ~ -
Number Family Vocational Social 
of case Relationship Relationship Adjustment Peculiar Total Habits Adjust-
--------------------~--~~--~------~------------~-------~n~~ 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
Good 
Good 
Good 
Fair 
Good 
Good 
Poor 
Poor 
Poor 
Good 
Good 
Good 
Good 
Good 
Good 
Good 
Fair 
Good 
Good 
Poor 
Poor 
Poor 
Good 
Good 
Good 
. Good 
Good 
Good 
Good 
Fair 
Poor 
Fair 
Poor 
Poor 
Poor 
Good 
Good 
Poor 
Poor 
Good 
Good 
Good 
Fair 
Fair 
Poor 
Poor 
Poor 
Poor 
Good 
Good 
Fair 
Poor 
Good 
Good 
Good 
Fair 
Fair 
Fair 
Poor 
Poor 
Poor 
Good 
GQod 
Fair 
Fair 
----------------~------------------------------------------~-~ -------------~----------------------------------------------~~ 
Table IV indicates the relation between family 
relationships and vocational adjustment; also, between 
social adjustment and manifestations of peculiar traits 
.or habits; that is to say, when family adjustments were 
good; then vocational adjustments were also good; and when 
.social adjustments were poor, then psychotic symptoms were 
prominent. 
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TABLE V 
NUMBER OF ADMISSIONS TRIAL VISITS AND LENGTH OF HOSPITAL STAY 
============================================================== 
Case 
Number of Return Length of stay 
Admissions Trial Visits Trial Visits Years Months 
--------------------------------------------------------------I 
II 
III 
IV 
v 
VI 
VII 
VIII 
IX 
X 
XI 
XII 
XIII 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
3 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
4 
4 
1 
1 
3 
4 
4 
10 
1 
4 
9 
4 
4 
3 
1 
7 
7 
Of the thirteen cases presented in Table v, ten of the 
patients, once discharged from the hospital, did not need to 
return for further treatment; two of the patients were both 
returned from trial visits and rehospitalized a second time, 
to be released a total of three times. The remaining patient, 
although hospitalized but once, was twice returned from trial 
visits before final discharge. 
Table V also indicates that, with the exception of four 
patients, nine spent less than one year in the Rhode Island 
State Hospital. 
Of the three patients who had to be returned from trial 
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visit to the. hospital, two were adjusting poorly in all areas, 
and one was maintaining herself at a fair level. ·It is also 
noteworthy that two of these patients were released against 
advice. It would seem from these cases, that return from 
trial visits indicates a poor prognosis in adjustment. 
It is interesting to note that two of the thirteen 
patients who had spent over four years each in the hospital, 
were making a fair adjustment in the community. Of the two, 
one rated 'good' in both the family relationship and vocation-
al adjustment areas. 
Duration of the illness is also of great importance in 
trying to gauge an adjustment, but in this study it was 
difficult to ascertain the exact duration of the illness. 
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CHAPTER IV 
CASE PRESENTATIONS 
Nine cases have been chosen as representative of types 
o! adjustment: three under the heading of' good, three under 
the heading of' fair, and three under the heading of' poor. 
Xhe detailed presentation of' the cases inclUdes data 
abstracted from the case records according to Schedule I, 
and the follow-up interviews- as guided by Schedule II. The 
material in the sections entitled ninterpretation of' Adjust-
mentn is based on the. findings obtained in the follow-up visit 
and the criteria for rating adjustment as given in Chapter III, 
page 26. Where doubt existed as to the category the patient 
should be placed in, the writer assigned him to the more 
favorable categeny. 
Housework was considereq a part of vocational adjustment. 
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A - Total adjustment, good 
Case I, Miss B 
Miss B, twenty-seven, was admitted to the State 
Hospital on July 8, 1946, because of extreme nervousness, 
restlessness and emotional instability indicated by her 
throwing dishes on the floor, striking her mother when 
contradicted and unwillingness to seek remunerative 
employment. 
In 1945, Miss B had a physical check-up at a 
reputable clinic which revealed that her physical health 
was good, but that she was emotional unstable. 
Her nervousness started at the age of thirteen 
when she was ready to enter high school. She had 
wanted always to excel in school and to be at the head 
of her class. In trying to maintain this position she 
stayed .. up constantly until midnight to study. She 
started to complain of headaches and loss of appetite. 
According to her mother, medicine prescribed by Miss 
B's 'doctor tended to make her more cranky. She did not 
attend high school, neither did she show any inclination 
to go out and seek work. She was content merely to sit 
in the house angling at every opportunity to make a fuss. 
She resented her two siblings in the home as she felt 
that her mother favored them. Throughout her adolescence 
and early adulthood~ Miss B formed no heteromexu~l 
relationships. · 
The family environment was favorable. Miss B was 
the second youngest of four children. Her early 
development was normal except for nail-biting and night-
mares. Both parents had had limited schooling. They 
came to this country in 1926 to seek a better livelihood. 
Her father earned a moderate wage as a mill hand. Two 
older boys were living; a younger one was killed in 
military service. It was mentioned that Miss B did not 
seem to grieve over the death of ~er younger brother. 
The home atmosphere was conducive to good, comfortable 
living. 
Miss B1 s pre-psychotic personality was that of a 
seclusive, quiet, shy girl who kept to herself. She 
rarely played with other youngsters because of the time 
spent in study. She engaged in strong rivalry with her 
siblings for her mother'·s attention. Nail-biting and 
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nightmares later developed into temper outbursts. rshe 
always bad superior 'ideas and was somewhat haughty, 
yet she was insecure and fearful. 
At first, Miss B wade a poor adjustment in the 
hospital, shouting and sa0wiDg resistiveness. She 
seemed to make a fair reco¥ePY after a series of ten 
electro-shock treatments were given. She was released 
on trial visit to her parents on October 15, 1946. 
Diagnosis: dementia praecox. Condition: improved. 
Follow-up visit 
The writer talked with Miss B in April 1953, at 
which time it was arranged that a personal visit would 
be made to her home when the writer was in her city. 
In June 1953, the writer called at Miss B•s home and 
was graciously greeted by her. 
After Miss B left the hospital in October 1946, 
she stayed at home helping her mother with the house-
work until the following spring when she obtained work 
as a cloth inspector at a local mill. From then until 
the spring of this year, she changed employment three 
times because of dull business. She is now employed 
as a salesgirl in a local furniture store which she 
enjoys because of the opportunity of meeting so many 
different people~ 
Miss B gets along nicely in her home with her 
parents andner brother. She checks with her local 
doctor once e~ery month. She reads, sews, listens to 
the radio or looks at TV for entertainment. She 
attends church regularlY and belongs to a French church 
society whose membership is limited to· women. She has 
no boy friend, but hopes to meet a young man as she 
would like to get married. She has many friends, but 
no particular chum for all her friends are married. 
She wishes she had a sister. 
Miss B denied any recurrence of her nervous 
symptoms and did not want to recall anything of her 
hospital experience. 
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====~==============================================~F~-------~ 
In~erpretation of adjustment 
For this study, Miss B indicated good adjustment in all 
areas. Her changes in employment were occasioned by work. 
shortages rather than by her own personality difficulties. 
Her last position is affording her much satisfaction and con-
tentment because of the different people she is meeting. This 
is s.ignificant in one who, previous to hospitalization, made 
no attempt to socialize. She has participated in social 
activities outside the family circle, but has limited herself 
to contacts in church circles. She has good, stable family 
rela~ionship which is of immense strength to her. Under-
standing parents and sibling, plus the comforts of a middle-
class home, add to her ah&n~e~ of remaining in the community. 
The factors Which contributed towards her adjustment 
are satisfying, steady employment that supplied some of her 
dependent and emotional needs and helped her to mature, and 
a kind, understanding solid family. 
Case II, Mrs. P. 
Mrs. P, aged forty, was admitted to the.State 
Hospital on March 26, 1946, for delusions, silly 
mannerisms and attempted suicide. Her illness was 
acute, going back two weeks previous when she fainted 
at work and was subsequently hospitalized in a medical 
hospital from which she was transferred to the State 
Hospital because of psychotic reactions. 
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Mrs. P's past history revealed that she ·was 
the youngest of two children who had to go to work, 
after completing grammar school, because of the 
family's marginal income. She married her first 
boy friend at the age of twenty-four; husband was 
twenty-two, and their marital life was happy. No 
pregnancies resulted from their marriage and the 
patient continued to work as a weaver in a local 
mill.-
Mrs. P's family environment was easy-going 
and flexible, with both parents placing very little 
emphasis on discipline. They were hard-working 
people o.f Polish_ descent who had very little 
opportunity for formal schooling. Mrs. P was un-
usually attached to her father, and when he died 
thirteen years before, she was grieviously upset. 
Before her mental illness, Mrs. P was always 
reserved and quiet, chose to mind her own business 
and was not too curious about others. She was 
conscientious to the extent of being a perfection-
ist. Everything in her home had to be in order, 
and if anything was out of place,· it would disturb 
her. She had regular habits, worked hard, and she 
neither smoke nor drank. She was not in the habit 
of attending church services regularly. 
During her stay in the hospital, Mrs. P had 
to be placed in seclusion for a short time because 
of her assaultiveness and attempts to hang herself. 
After a series of electro-shock treatments, which 
were started early in April 1946, Mrs. P showed 
improvement, and, after week-end visits to her 
home with good results, she was released to her 
husband on trial visit July 10,1946. Diagnosis: 
dementia pra·ecox - paranoid. Condition: improved. 
Follow-up visit 
The writer talked with Mrs. P in the presence 
of her husband in May 1953. The interview had 
previously been arranged by a sister-in-law, and 
Mrs. P warmly received the writer. 
When Mrs. P returned to her home from the hospi-
tal in 1946, she did not go to work until two years 
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later because of fear. She then overcame this fear 
and lack of confidence and applied for her old job. 
Because there was no opening, she was given another 
equally responsible job. She has worked steadily at 
it and has found satisfaction therein. At first, 
Mrs. P felt that the people with whom she worked, 
shied away from her, not knowing how to treat a 
discharged mental patient, so she decided to talk 
openly about her illness with them, thereby exhhang-
ing views and enlightening them~ Now they no longer 
treat her as one to be tactfully avoided, but show 
evidence of 11 we" feeling. 
Mrs. P belongs to no organized group, but is 
content to stay at home and enJoy TV during her 
spare time. She is friendly with the neighbors 
and exchanges pleasantries with them when they meet. 
She attends a movie whenever there is a good show~ 
likes to visit relatives and also to entertain them. 
Mrs. P attends church once in awhile. 
She has not felt the need for a medical check-
up during the past year and she denied any recurrence 
of her former symptoms. She talked about the hospital 
and staff in glowing terms and believed that the treat-
ment given to her was responsible for her "complete 
recovery". 
Mrs. P's participation in the in.te.rview indi-
cated a sense of assurance and security and her 
affect was appropriate throughout. 
Interpretation of adjustment 
Mrs. P has made a good adjustment in all areas and has 
maintained her mental gains. She has been able to attain 
satisfaction in her work by her conscientious application, 
and by her acceptance by her fellow-workers. The fact that 
she not only was able to return to work, but was given and 
continues to hold a job requiring skill, attests to her ade-
quacy and security. She is friendly with the neighbors, but 
I 
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does not feel the need of outside companionship for undoubted-
ly, all her needs are met within the circle of her own rela-
tives. Ample financial resources and a comfortable home also 
seem to be help in her adjustment. 
The predominating factors which appear to have contributed 
towards Mrs. P's adjustment are gainful employment, and the 
encouragement, reassurance and moral support of her husband and 
relatives, especially her in-laws. 
Case III, Miss G 
Miss G, aged 40, came to th~ State Hospital on 
March 11, 1946, with complaints of confusion, visual 
and auditory hallucinations, and projection of blame 
on her mother. She had previously been hospitalized 
in a State Hospital in the West in 1937, and in a 
private mental hospital in the East in 1938. Her stay 
each time lasted four months. 
Miss G was a superior student, graduating from 
a local university at the age of twenty and being 
elected to Phi Beta Kappa. She taught French in a 
mid-Western college where she was acclaimed an 
exceptional teacher. In 1932, she developed a 
general muscular weakness which was diagnosed as 
Myasthenia Gravis (progressive), and for two years 
she was obliged to go to and from her classes by 
taxi. In 1937, Miss G became infatuated with a 
young graduate student, and because of their liaisons 
had many.guilt reactions. Although she had commenced 
work in preparation for her doctorate, she became leas 
interested in her goal and more confused. She was ad-
mitted to a State HoBpital the same year. After dis-
charge, she returned to reaching in a small women's 
college in the East, but had to give it up the next 
spring because of auspiciousness, confusions and ideas 
of reference. 
Miss G spent four months in a private hospital 
in 1938. After discharge, she refused to teach, 
but obtained work as a ladies' companion. Because of 
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her taking an overdose of sleeping pills in 1946, she 
was hospitalized for a very short time in a local 
hospital, from which she was transferred to the State 
Hospital. 
Miss G's early developmental history revealed 
that she was the elder of two children. Both parents 
had limited education. Her father worked as a 
telegrapher and died when Miss G was 24. She had a 
great attachment for her father, whom she resembled 
in many ways. He was calm and mild-tempered, while 
the mother was quick-tempered and disliked by asso-
ciates. Her mother was said to have been very cruel 
to Miss G when she was a young child, and the mother 
openly favored the younger child who was pretty and 
vivacious. Miss G resented her mother's favoring 
the other sibling. 
Miss G1 s pre-psychotio personality indicated 
that as a child she did not mingle with other children, 
but preferred to play in the house by herself with her 
dolls. She was seclusive and sensitive, lived within 
herself and harbored feelings of jealousy towards her 
only sibling. She was always set in her opinions and 
considered herself intellectually superior to others. 
She had no clase friendships, neither during her 
college nor teaching days. 
While in the hospital, Miss G adjusted excellently 
to the hospital routine. Her treatment was psycho-
therapy and she was released to her mother ~n trial 
visit July 3, 1946. Diagnosis: dementia praecox -
catatonic. Dondition: improved. 
Follow-up visit 
Arrangements, which were made to interview Miss 
G in her home the early part of June 1953, were sub-
sequently cancelled by her sister after consultation 
with Miss G's physician, who thought such an interview 
might disturb his patient because of an impending 
uterine operation. The information was then given 
over the telephone to the writer by Miss G's married 
sister. 
For the past two years, Miss G has tutored 
students in algebra and solid geometry and has 
obtained a great deal of satisfaction and enjoyment 
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from it. Since these subjects were not her field 
of specialty, she has had to spend much time poring 
over mathematical books. She has been able to earn 
her own living and to maintain some degree of in-
dependence. 
Miss G lives with her mother in her married 
sister's home. Both Miss G and her mother share 
a bedroom with twin beds and they get along moderate-
ly well. Once in awhile there have been differences 
of opinion, but nothing too serious to upset anyone. 
In 1947, Miss G fractured her leg. Thi·s incapacitated 
her for some time and still hinders her some. She 
has been active socially and has attended numerous 
concerts and plays. She maintains an active member-
ship in the Women's Guild of a local church which 
sponsors many social affairs. In the same church 
she has charge of a Sunday School g~oup. Miss G. 
helps with light housework in the home and enjoys 
her sister's two children very much. 
There have been no recurrences of the mani-
festations of her former illness from the time of. 
her release from the hospital. She is grateful to 
the hospital_, although at first she would only look 
on it from the angle of endangering her rights as a 
voter. 
Interpretation of adjustment 
Miss G has made a good adjustment in all areas. She re-
turned to teaching, and while it has no strains, obligations 
or pressures such as would be attached to formal classroom 
teaching, it does nevertheless,.indicate her renewal of 
responsibility, even tho.ugh at a less demanding level. Al-
though Miss G returned to the same home environment which had 
contributed so much to the onset of her psychosis (mother and 
sibling jealousy); she has made a good surface adjustment, 
maintained under conditions of family and personal tolerance. 
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Her interest in socia~ activities points to normal character 
living. One wonders-if her broadening interest in community 
affairs gave her a feeling of self-importance and greater 
security, and perhaps fortified her inherent capacity to re-
new teaching. 
. 
In considering Miss G's adjustment, her physical health 
should not be overlooked because the seriousness of her 
muscular illness could well be a contributing factor to favor 
the return of her former symptoms. Her courage in going 
forward despite the limitations of her physical illness in-
dicates a strong force of character. 
The factors which seem to have contributed towards her 
adjustment are satisfactory work, interest in extra-familial 
activities, and a home environment, relatively free from overt 
tens~on and.having enough protectiveneas, security and 
indulgence, to stimulate and sustain her. 
B - Total adjustment, fair 
Case IV, Mr. B 
Mr .. B, aged 38, was admitted to the State Hospital 
as of October 6, 1941, because of complaints of de-
pression, compulsive behavior, and auditory hallu-
cinations. He had developed excessive drinking habits, 
lost interest in his work, and became so unmanage-
able in the home that his hospitalization was necessary. 
The history of Mr. B showed him as the third 
oldest of six siblings, five of whom were living. 
His mother died when he was ten years old, and his 
father remarried four years later. His stepmother 
punished him constantly, and on the slightest pretext. 
I 
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Mr. B lost interest in school, and left it when in 
the seventh grade so as to go to work in a local 
mill. He joined the army at the time of the first 
World War, and was honorably discharged three years 
later. He then entered the employ of a Fire 
Extinguisher Company, remained with this company 
until, fifteen years later, the slackening off of 
its work made it necessary for him to seek other 
work, necessarily on WPA. He next returned to his 
former employment, where he reamined until two weeks 
prior to his admittance to the State Hospital. 
Mr. B's early history indicated that he was 
a quiet, somewhat bashful individual who kept his 
troubles to himself. He was inclined to be moody 
and was known to be neither talkative nor sociable. 
The death of his mother during his boyhood days left 
him with a feeling of rejection that undoubtedly 
developed, or added to his emotional instability. 
When 33 years old, Mr. B married the first 
and only girl he had courted. Their marital life 
was described as happy deepmte h1s family's overt 
resentment toward the wife because of a difference 
in religious faiths. Mr. B had no friends, as such, 
and made no attempt to cultivate new friends, ·but 
relied solely on his wife for companionship. He 
began his excessive drinking at about this time, 
possibly as an escape mechanism from a growing 
dullness in his home life, and the constant family 
bickering over religious faiths. This stimulation 
which changed his attitudes temporarily, undoubtedly 
fed on itself and quickly brought him to his un-
controllable mental state. 
Mr. B adjusted quite well to the hospital 
routine. He was given a series of electro-shock 
treatments that were discontinued during August 
1943. During clinical observation in August 1946, 
the patient was defined as a 'settled schizophrenic' 
by the Assistant Superintendent of the hospital. 
Mr. B was released to a brother as of August 26, 1946, 
for his wife had died the previous January. 
Diagnosis: dementia praecox -paranoid. Condition: 
improved. 
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Follow-up visit 
The writer interviewed Mr. B in May 1953 in 
his brother's very attractive new home. The appoint-
ment had been arranged by telephone by a brother. 
Since his .release from the hospital, Mr. B has 
lived with his brother and sister-in-law with whom 
he has a very good relationship. He works for his 
brother on the. latter•s large poultry farm. The 
brother has delegated a large portion of the 
responsibility in caring for the chtckens to Mr. B, 
so that he might devote more time to the egg route 
which he operates. 
Mr. B does not take advantage of the recreational 
facilities and activities which the community offers 
because of physical weariness at the end of the day. 
He is content to sit and watch TV; openly p~oud that 
he purchased the set with his own earnings. Mr. B 
has no interest to seek friends outside of his ·own 
family for he has many relatives and enjoys their 
company. His general health is good. He is pre-
vented from attending church because of his Sunday 
shores. 
Throughout the interview Mr. B often seemed 
preoccupied and disinterested. In an aside, the 
brother said that Mr. B was a poor conversationalist 
and.that he was in the habit of day dreaming when 
he had no work to do. He termed the patient's 
adjustment as 'remarkable and better than was 
expected'. 
Mr. B did not like to be reminded of his 
hospital experience. 
Interpretation of adjustment 
Mr. B has made a good adjustment in the important areas 
of family and vocational classification. He obtains real 
satisfaction from his daily work, while the increasing 
responsibility delegated to him by his brother has served to 
overcome some of his feelings of insecurity. Although he. 
could not be classed as a real shut-in in his pre-hospital 
days, nevertheless he was quiet and disinclined to make 
friends of his own. He still continues along that same 
pattern, and makes no overtures of friendship outside the 
family circle. His disinterest in worldly matters and the 
conversation of others leads to a pre-occupation of mind which 
seemingly gives him greater satisfaction than did that for 
which it was substituted. Mr. B's adjustment is supported 
by the solid, stable family atmosphere and attitude in which 
he lives, and by the warm interest and understanding the 
family members give to him. The fact that Mr. B engag~d in 
a less competitive kind of work, instead of resuming his old 
line of work, on his discharge from the hospital, may have 
helped in his adjustment. A. lovely home, plus ample financial 
income may also have helped in a small way. 
The predominating factors which seem to have contributed 
towards Mr. B's adjustment ·are satisfying daily work, a secure 
environment, and a brother who undoubtedly serves as a parent 
figure to him. 
Case V, Miss F 
Miss F, aged 32, entered the State Hospital be-
cause she was apathetic, seclusive, and indulged in 
periodical outbursts of abnormal behavior and in sexual 
promiscuity. She had kept a pet chicken in her room 
and attended to it as though it were a baby. 
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As a child, Miss F was left without a father-
figure, for the mother_had separated from her husband 
six weeks after her marriage and had returned to her 
own mother, who lived in Italy. The patient was born 
in Italy, where, according to reports, she spent an 
uneventful childhood. The father twice visited his 
wife and chi~d, and when Miss F was ten years old, 
he brought them both to America. Miss F had received 
one year of schooling in Italy, and so was placed in 
an ungraded school in this country. Her progress was 
so poor as to cause her to leave school when she was 
fourteen years old. She made a good occupational 
record, having worked steadily for more than ten 
years with but two different employers. Then, in 
her late twenties, she became pregnant, caused by a 
boy more than ten years her junior. A marriage 
license application by Miss F and her lover was 
denied because of the youth's age. Since then the 
sexual adjustment and behavior of Miss F have be.en 
poor. Miss F did not attend church regularly. 
Miss F's early home environment was poor, as 
i~ was marred by the drinking of her father and his 
extra-marital affairs. Her parents had but little 
education, while the patient's two younger siblings 
left grammar school before graduation. The mother 
was emotionally unstable, while both the siblings 
were high-strung and .excitable. The home environ-
ment was dominated by the nagging and complaining 
of the parents. 
Prior to her mental illness, Miss F indicated 
her unusual preference for the opposite sex. Her 
make-up and costumes were always designed to attract 
the males. She was not amenable to discipline, 
and flew into a rage should anyone attempt to correct 
her. When given an I~ test, she was classed as 
mentally deficient. 
Miss F adjusted fairly well to the hospital 
routine. Her apathy diminished and she was given 
a work assignment for which her aptitude was good, 
and in which she made good progress. However, her 
conversation was centered wholly on sex. As of 
July 25, 1946, she was released on trial visit to 
her mother. Diagnosis! dementia praecox - simple 
type. Condition: improved. 
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Follow-up visit 
The writer attempted on two different occasions 
to see and talk with Miss F, but was r&buffed each 
time- In April 1953, the writer talked with Miss F's 
mother personally, and later, by telephone, with her 
married sister. 
Since her release from the hospital in 1946, 
Miss F has lived with her widowed mother and a 
single brother, She has worked sporadically as a 
domestic. Empaoy.ere do not keep her long because 
of her indifference and inefficiency, so that her 
work record is rather erratic. Miss F is- so un-
dependable and so unpredictable that her employer 
does not know when to expect her, or when she might 
leave. She is so inefficient in her work as to re-
quire constant instruction and prodding. Her moods 
dictate her willihgness to work, and following their 
manifestations, she may work, one, or several days 
of the week. 
Miss F's mother commented that her daughter 
uses poor judgment in matters concerning the male 
sex. Although she visits relatives and neighbors, 
she has no friends. She rarely attends church. 
While she likes the movies once in awhile, Miss 
F has no interest in any recreational activities 
offered by the community. Her physical health 
is good. 
Miss F 1 s sister explained that patient's 
behavior and conversation have never been exactly 
normal. Miss F rarely mentions her hospital 
experience. 
Interpretation of adjustment 
Miss F seems to have made a fair adjustment in all areas. 
She came through her oedipal and latency phases without a 
positive identification of a father-figure. This factor may 
have helped her to become confused, ambivalent and aggressive. 
Since her needs were not satisfied within the existing parental 
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relationships, she seems to have used her body as a means of 
gaining attention. Her sporadic, half-hearted attempts to 
work may well be a striving to regain the occupational ad-
justment she enjoyed prior to the onset of her psychosis. 
Because of her poor intellectual endowment, it is difficult 
to determine the extent to which she has maintained her mental 
gains. Although Miss F's present work record is quite erratic, 
it does give her some sense.of importance and satisfies some 
of her emotional and dependent needs. 
The main factors which contributed towards her adjust-
ment, are her family's kindly interest and tolerance, parti-
cularly the good supervision of her mother, a secure, 
comfortable home, and her choice of work which places very 
little responsibility on her. 
Case VI, Mrs. B 
Mrs·. B, age 40, was admitted to the State Hospital 
as of July 15, 1946, because of delusions of pregnancy, 
confusion and emotional instability. A week prior to 
her admittance, she had compelled her husband to leave 
their home because she had come to believe that she 
was not married to him. 
The patient had had a prior admittance to the 
State Hospital on November 1940, when she had the 
belief that she had become pregnant by h~r doctor. 
She made a suicidal attempt during her first hospi-
talization, after which she was given a course of 
electro-shock treatments. She showed some improve-
ment and was released to her husband during May 1941. 
During September of the same year, she was returned 
to the State Hospital because of agitation and guilt 
feelings. Her excitement subsided and, after a 
reasonably fair adjustment, she was again released 
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to her husband as of February 1942. 
Mrs. B had a meager education, having left 
school at the age of thirteen to go to work in 
a mill. She was the fourth eldest of nine siblings, 
the home life of which was happy despite many 
deprivations. Mrs. B's parents had very little 
education, but they were honest and hard-working 
people. Mrs. B married when she was twenty-two 
years of age. Her marital life was happy, marred 
only by her failure to have children which was 
a great disappointment to both. 
Mrs. B's pre-psychotic personality record 
showed, that as a child, the patient was the 
favorite of her mother, and that she did not want 
to do anything, or go anywhere without having her 
sanction. She was quiet and shy and preferred to 
be with girls. She was indifferently interested 
in the male sex, and seldom dated with men before 
her courtship which ended in marriage.· She was 
quite religious, and all her social activities 
centered about the church. 
During the interim between her two hospi-
talizations, Mrs. B returned to her work at the 
mill, but gave it up after a few years because 
of the poor health of her husband. She became 
less interested in outside activities and more 
concerned with her family and church. She had 
grandiose delusions about an inheritance and 
checked the banks regularly about it. 
During her second hospitalization, Mrs. B 
suffered from delusions of pregnancy, even though 
three doctors had assured her to the contrary. 
She was again given a course of electro-shock 
treatments and again released, as of September 1946, 
to her husband, but this time it was again~?t advice. 
Diagnosis: dementia praecox - paranoid. Condition: 
slightly improved. 
Follow-up visit 
The writer interviewed Mrs. B in her home in 
May 1953 without having made any pre-arranged 
appointment. Mrs. B cordially greeted the writer 
even though she did not fully understand her identity 
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nor the purpose of her visit. The home was com-
fortable and adequately neat. 
Since her release from the hospital, Mrs. B 
has lived with her husband and they are both 
apparently quite happy. Her husband works on a 
bakery truck, and Mrs. B helps on Saturdays with 
some of the deliveries. She takes care of all 
the housework and preparation of meals. She 
maintains good relations with her family who live 
nearby. On occasion, she has attended a church 
social with her husband, but much prefers to 
remain at home and watch TV. She attends church 
services daily, and has a medical check-up weekly. 
She holds to the belief that she had two children 
who were taken from her when she was in the hospi-
tal. 
Aithough the writer referred to Mrs. B's 
hospital experience, she did not remember any 
of the details. Her conversation, although 
fragmented with some semblance of coherency was, 
in the main, largely irrelevant. She constantly 
mistook the writer for a neighbor. 
Interpretation of adjustment 
Mrs. B seems to have made a good adjustment in both the 
family and vocational areas, b~t only fair to poor in the othe 
two areas. Although she has well-marked psychotic symptoms, 
Mrs. B is able to conduct the duties of her home in an 
excellent manner, and to maintain a strong devotion toward her 
husband and other members of her family. Her symptoms are 
against her attaining, except in a small degree, much progress 
in social adaptation. An understanding and _tolerant husband, 
who has learned to accept the patient's delusions and psychotic 
manifestations without irritation or criticism, does much in 
keeping the patient within her threshold level. 
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The predominating factors which seem to have contributed 
towards Mrs. B's fair adjustment are her husband's acceptance 
of her based on love and perhaps duty, her home environment 
which undoubtedly gives her emotional support by providing her 
with opportunities for social usefulness and the attainment of 
satisfactions, and her relatives' sustained interest in her 
which adds to her sense of security. -
C Total adjustment, poor 
Case VII, Mrs. W 
Mrs• W, aged 35, came to the hospital on December 
29, 1944, depressed, suspicious and experiencing ol-
factory hallucinations. This was her first admission 
to the State Hospital although she had spent five 
months in 1943 in a private hospital with similar 
symptoms. She was discharged from that hospital as 
improved. After leaving the private hospital, Mrs.W 
superficially, seemed to have made a good adjustment 
until her symptoms recurred and she was brought to the 
State Hospital. Between the two hospitalizations, 
Mrs. W in 1944, had a baby. Her illness, according 
to the history, goes back to 1941. 
Mrs. W's family constellation included the 
parents and three girls. The father was a'·chr6nic 
alcholic and it was said that patient had a strong. 
attachment to him. The family had above marginal 
income, and Mrs. W as a child, had everything she 
wanted. She maintained a good scholastic rating 
all though her school years. She completed high, 
school and then secretarial school after which she 
worked steadily until her marriage at the age of 
twenty-seven to a high school teacher. Her first 
child was born in 1938 and her second child in 1944. 
Her sexual adjustment during her marital life was 
poor. 
Mrs. W was always a model child, who was quiet 
and sensitive in the family setting. She always 
looked at the dark and gloomy side of life, a factor 
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tending to inhibit her from fully enjoying all 
activities. She was never a leader, but was in-
clined to be submissive and reserved. She was 
inclined to be suspicious and to .question people's 
motives. 
While Mrs. W was in the hospital, she was 
withdrawn and seclusive until electro-shock treat-
ments were started early in January. She showed 
improvement and she was released to her husband 
for trial visit in March 1945, only to be returned 
to the hospital four months later because of a 
return of sy~ptoms. Electro-shock treatments were 
resumed and after some improvement, Mrs. W was 
again released to her husband on October 10, 1945. 
She was again returned on April 3, 1946 because of 
complete forgetfulness, neglect of her two children, 
and because of delusions that people were moving 
furniture in and out of her house. More electro-
shock treatments were given to her after which she,. 
showed slight improvement. She was released to her 
·husband against advice on August 19, 1946. 
Diagnosis:· dementia praecox - catatonic type. 
Condition: slightly improved. 
Follow-up visit 
After several unsuccessful attempts were made 
to contact Mrs. W personally, or to reach her 
husband, the writer talked with Mrs. W on the tele-
phone in May 1953. At the time, Mrs. W agreed to. 
talk over the telephone, but refused to see this 
writer. 
Since her third release from the hospital in 
l946, Mrs. W gave birth in July 1951 to another 
baby. She lives with her husband and three children 
in a large eight-room house. Her oldest daughter, 
fifteen, takes care of the housework in addition 
to taking charge of the baby.Mrs~'W has no interest 
in meals; they mainlyuae and eat prepared foods. 
She does not like to entertain, neither does she 
like to visit anyone. She does not like crowds 
and she has no interest in any recreational or social 
activities offered by the community. She never attends 
a church service. 
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During the conversati.on, Mrs. W indicated 
no real interest in talking about her family; 
negativism was easily detected. Once, Mrs. W 
complained about her memory being poor, and twice, 
she laughed inappropriately. She talked in a low, 
flat voice. 
Interpretation of adjustment 
Mrs. W has made a poor adjustment in all areas. She is 
incompetent to cope with her marital responsibilities and the 
writer wonders if the sexual difficulties referred to in Mrs. 
W's history perhaps add to her maladjustment. Her husband and 
family have learned to accept her indifferent, negativistic 
attitude, thus helping to prevent her psychotic features from 
becoming more acute. The simple environmental regime allows 
her to move with greater freedom even though her behavior is 
at a lower level of usefulness. She leads a restricted and 
asocial existence and her lack of interest in people and 
activities is pointedly significant. It appears that Mrs. W 
is a borderline case in which the family prefer to keep he~ 
quietly at home rather than subject her.to further examination. 
The factors which contributed towards Mrs. W's continuance 
in the community are the sheltered, permissive environment in 
which she lives, and the true and non-ambivalent love and 
. . 
understanding of her family, particularly her husband. 
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Case VIII, Mr. C 
Mr. C, aged 32, was brought to the State Hospital 
on September 20, 1944, because of auditory halluci-
nations, aggressiveness and drinking. By July 1945, 
he had shown definite improvement and was allowed home 
on trial visit. He remained in his home a year, but 
was returned to the hospital in July 1946 because of 
suicidal tendencies. 
It was the patient's second admission to the State 
Hospital; his first having been at t~e age of sixteen, 
when he was hospitalized for almost six months and 
then released on family care in March 1931. 
The patient's early development was considered 
normal, but when he entered school, he was a problem 
child who truanted whenever he pleased. He loved to 
sing, dance and travel, and at the age of se.venteen 
ran away from home to seek his fortune on the stage. 
Instead he turned out to be a hobo and was arreated 
as a vagrant a number of times. His only work record 
was in 1939, when he was employed three years in a 
department store as a shipper. He was inducted into 
military service in 1942, and almost immediately his 
emotional instability became evident. He stood a 
number of court martials overseas until at length 
he was transferred to a·local hospital where he was 
diagnosed as dementia praecox, unqualified. He was 
in two local army hospitals a total of three months 
and then taken out against advice by his sister in 
the summer of 1944. 
Mr. G's parents had a limited education and a 
poor economic history. The home environment, however, 
was filled with the mother's singing and dancing and 
his father's glamorous tales of travel. He was the 
youngest of eight siblings and was much attached to 
his very easy-going father. The. !'ather's early death 
found the patient bordering on puberty. 
Prior to his psychosis, the patient was jolly 
and gay, but he had no friends. He was bpastful 
and loved to be the centre of attention. He was 
pre-occupied about sex and masturbation and boastful 
of his reckless escapades and promiscuity with women 
which started at the age of fourteen. He could never 
share in a healthy give-and-take relationship and he 
felt that the world was out of step with him. 
He was contemptuous of all religions. 
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Mr. C's behavior in the hospital during his 
second admission was poor and required that he 
be placed in a disturbed ward. He improved with-
out specific therapy and was allowed out on trial 
visit in July 1945. He was returned to the hospital 
July 1946, and again released bn trial visit on 
October 9, 1946. Diagnosis: dementia praecox -
paranoid. Condition: improved. 
Follow-up visit 
The writer interviewed the patient in his 
sister's home in June .1953· No appointment had 
been made as sister advised the writer to come 
unannounced. The call was made in the early 
evening and while at first Mr. C was somewhat 
suspicious and aloof, he gradually became slightly 
more amenable to the purpose of the interview. 
Mr. C has lived with his married sister and 
her husband since his release from the hospital 
in 1946. He does not work and has no inclination 
to seek any. The government grants him a dis-
ability pension of $172.50 a month and examines 
him every other year. 
Mr. C rarely arises before ten o'clock each 
morning and then he spends the remainder of the 
day reading western stories, popular magazines 
and in resting. He enjoys action stories because 
he can imagine that he is the hero about whom the 
story revolves. Mr. C belongs to no clubs and 
rarely goes out because of his fear of crowds. 
Every few weeks, however, he undergoes a moody 
spell which usually terminates in excess drinking. 
During the spells, Mr. C spends the greater part 
of two days in a local cafe carousing with women. 
Mr. C's sister explained that she understands him 
completely and anticipates-his moods, although 
many times there is nothing she can do to offset 
them. 
Mr. C has no friends in the community and 
prefers to stay in his room most of the time. 
His relations with his brothers and sisters depend 
upon his mood. 
Throughout the interview with this writer, 
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Mr. C displayed no spontaneity, kept his eyes down-
cast and indicated uncomfortable participation. 
'He talked about the hospital with some interest and 
recalled certain members of the staff who treated 
him. 
Interpretation of adjustment 
Mr. C has made a poor adjustment in all areas. His basic 
narcissistic character stimulated to a large extent by his 
reading, forces him to withdraw from the family circle and to 
entrench himself in phantasy. His dependent needs are met by 
an understanding sister who undoubtedly represents a parent-
figure to him. The management of hie latent psychosis by hie 
sister indicates the degree of intense care and security which 
is of such therapeutic value in helping him to sustain a 
tolerable adjustment. Mr. C1 s psychotic features are kept at 
a minimal level because of his living in such a protective en-
vironment. No force of character appears in ~is pre-psychotic 
personality which impresses the writer as being of help to 
sustain Mr. C in going forward. The attractive, comfortable 
home in which he lives is relatively free of conflicts and 
.aggravations and both hie sister and her husband do not expect 
of Mr. C those assets and qualities which he lacks. 
The main factors which contributed towards Mr. C's 
function in the community are his sister's intelligent under~ 
standing and support and her husband's permissiveness and 
tolerance in allowing a discharged psychotic to be a part of 
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the family circle. Mr. C's disability check is another factor 
to be considered since it gives him a sense of security. 
Case IX, Mrs. J 
Mrs. J was admitted to the State Hospital on 
March 20, 1946, because of confusion and auditory 
hallucinations. Mrs. J's illness dated back to 
1938 when she received psychiatric treatment for 
one month in a local mental hospital. Her illness 
commenced again in 1943 after the drowning at sea 
of one of her sons. She had six sons in service 
at one time. Following her son's death, there were 
marked personality changes in Mrs. J. She· became 
forgetful and misidentified her sons when they 
returned from service. 
Mrs. J was born in Lithuania in 1890, of . 
illiterate, hard-working parents. She, herself, 
had no schooling and she had to go to work at a 
very early age on the farm. She was one of eight 
siplings and they suffered many deprivations because 
of their peasant status. It was said that she 
favored her mother more than her father. 
At the age of sixteen, Mrs. J came to this 
country and obtained a job in a mill. There she 
met her husband who was from her native country 
and also illiterate. They were married in 1912. 
Her marital life proved to be one of unhappiness, 
filled with want and brutality because of husband's 
drinking habit. Mrs. J had ten children and between 
pregnancies, she was compelled to go to work to 
support them. She separated from her husband in 
1928. 
Before her mental illness,.Mrs. J was a serious 
hard-working woman who could not allow herself the 
luxury of thinking of herself, but instead undertook 
the task of being both father and mother to her_chil-
dren. She was an industrious worker·;·· liked to keep 
to herself, and one who was liked by her ~mployer 
and co-workers. She was disinclined to gossip and 
was cautiously friendly. · 
Mrs. J adjusted well to the hospital routine. But, 
four months later, she had to be placed in a closed 
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ward because she attempted to escape. After a week's 
visit at the home of her son, it was decided to re-
lease her on trial visit, Ausust 8, 1946. Diagnosis: 
dementia praecox - paranoid. Condition: slightly 
improved .. 
Follow-up visit 
The writer called and talked with a married son 
in his home in May 1953· The son felt that the writer 
should not see Mrs. J because she is a very suspicious 
person and regards everyone as a potential enemy. 
Since her release from the hospital, Mrs. J 
has lived with two married sons alternately. The 
first could.not stand the strain of living with a 
psychotic mother, so the son with whom the writer 
talked, took her to his home five years ago. Mrs. J 
lives alone in a small apartment on the first floor 
while son and his family occupy an apartment on the 
second floor. 
Mrs. J continues to manifest psychotic symptoms, 
but the family have learned to get along with her 
behavior. Her indolence and lack of interest in 
practical living make it necessary to stimulate her 
constantly. ~he is indifferent to her sons' attention 
and at times confuses them. Her meals are prepared 
and served to her by her daughter-in-law and she eats 
ravenously. She goes to bed at sundown and gets up 
at midnight to putter about the house. She has many 
medical complaints and entertains the delusions that 
her aches and pains come from a shot in the arm or 
a jab in the back that someone has given her. Her 
conversation is fragmentary and based on delusions .. 
She usually wears three housedresses and three pairs 
of stockings at a time. She never leaves her apart-
ment, even to go upstairs to her son's home. A 
military allotment check helps to support her. 
Interpretation qf ad.1ustment 
Mrs. J seems to be functioning poorly in all areas.. She 
has relapsed .to self-centered behavior as is indicated by her 
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indifference to family and environment. Her reaction to her 
hypochondriacal aches and pains, in the form of projection of 
blame on individuals, would appear to warrant further researcb 
to determine whether such may be a means of assuaging guilt 
or fear conflicts. In the simple regimen in which she lives 
there have been no excess or intense strains to bring her 
over her threshold level of tolerance. Her adjustment is 
limited to her home in which her oddities do not interfere. 
The son and his wife have learned to adjust to her behavior 
and their acceptance of her delusions without interference 
has sustained Mrs. J. It is the writer's opinion that Mrs. J 
has regressed somewhat in her mental gains. 
The factors which contributed towards Mrs. J 1 s adjustment 
are the protective environment in which she lives plus the 
kind, sympathetic attitude and treatment on the part of her 
immediate family. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This investigation was undertaken to study the adjustment 
of nineteen patients, some six and one-half years after their 
release, on trial vis~t, from a mental institution, or 
hospital, and to learn what social factors contributed to 
their adjustment in the community. The four areas usually 
accepted as influencing such adjustment; such as family 
relationships, vocational adjustment, social-personal relation-
ship and eccentricities were critically investigated and 
studied. The group studied was reduced through death and 
disappearance to nine women and four men. The median age of 
the group was forty years. 
The study brought out that the type and kind of mental 
illness, the age of the patient, and the duration of the 
illness were factors having a bearing on adjustment. Modern 
therapy was another factor to be considered in the individual 
adjustment. 
Nine cases--three good, three fair, and three poor--were 
presented in considerable detail. These studies included 
reasons for hospitalization, behavior in the mental institu-
tio~, reason for the patients' release on trial visits, 
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reasons for rehospitalization, where necessary, and their 
behavior ~ver a period of six and one-half years after their 
release. The post-release period is the focal point of this 
report and was the subject of critical inquiry. From the 
summaries of the hospital records, and the material gathered 
in the follow-up interviews, a careful evaluation was made of 
each individual's adjustment, and such factors as were found 
tg contribute to the adjustment were presented and discussed. 
In considering the relation between clinical diagnosis 
and outcome, three of the four catatonics made.a good adjust-
ment, and but two of the eight paranoids made a good adjust-
ment. One catatonic made a poor adjustment, two paranoids 
made a poor adjustment, while the r~maining four paranoids 
made a fair adjustment. The simple type patient made a fair 
adjustment. 
In the catatohic good adjustments, the hospitalization 
of each one was less than a year, in· the paranoid group, in 
two good adjustments and two fair adjustments and one poor 
adjustment, the hospitalization of each one was less than a 
year. 
An important factor which stands out promimently is the 
support and interest given to the patient by his family or 
relatives. Another important factor is vocational adjustment 
which served to satisfy the patient's dependent or emotional 
' . 
needs. It was found that vocational activity on the part of 
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the patient tended to make for a more satisfactory family 
relationship. It was also established that all of the 
released patients encountered an encouraging home environment 
to which they could adjust according to their personalities. 
That some connection between family relationship and 
vocational adjustment does exist is indicated by the fact that 
of the thirteen patients, nine made a good adjustment in the 
family classification, and, the same nine made a good adjust-
ment in the vocational area. This finding of the study would 
point to the desirability of'further research to determine 
the dynamics of family relationship and whether it, in some 
manner, influences vocational adjustment or vice versa. 
Three patients did not return to the same environmental 
regime in which the onset of their illness was precipitated. 
Ten returned to the environment which contributed much to the 
strain of their living, such as sibling jealousy and irritabil-
ity in familial or extra-familial situations. Of those who 
returned to the same complexities of family living, four are-
in the good classification. This contravenes the opinion of 
some doctors who believe the environment of the patient should 
be changed on his release. 
The vocational goals of three patients were modified, 
with the patient, in each case, returning to less straining 
work. In six cases, the patients returned to·the same or 
equivalent kinds of employment. Another, Miss B, after her 
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~elease from the h?spital, entered the employment field for 
the first time. In each of these cases, the patient achieved 
some measure of success or satisfaction from the employment. 
The remaining three patients were not employed. 
Those in the good and fair adjustment groups had the 
support, understanding, confidence and sympathy of their 
families, employers, employees or others. The three in the 
poor adjustment group were wholly dependent upon their 
families for kindness,_ permissiveness and tolerance. 
In all the cases, the predominating factor was the true, 
non-ambivalent love, reassurance and patience shown by the 
family; in the good group by helping to achieve normal living, 
in the fair and poor groups by helping to reduce conflicts and 
strains and thereby lessening the burden on each one. 
While a study conducted six and one-half years after the 
release of a group of mental patients from the hospital_may be 
too brief a period from which to draw positive conclusions, yet 
there were several notable trends that warrant certain interim 
deductions, the validity of which must be traced through a 
longer period of post release. Since five cases show good 
adjustment and five show fair adjustment, it appears probable 
that they may be able to sustain themselves in the community fo 
some time. Specifically, in Miss B's case, the writer feels 
that she will not have to be re-hospitalized, for her good ad-
justment is remarkable in view of her pre-psychotic reaction. 
. I 
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In summing up the adjustment of the thirteen patients, 
the writer was greatly impressed with the degree of adjustment 
1. each has made since release from.the hospital. It would seem 
that there is a healing process within the patient that is 
stimulated by the proper kind of environment and work. 
The stable, neutral, and harmonious components of family· 
life, plus satisfactory duties are the principal factors in 
adjustment. The ability to find security in the environment 
also helps to promote and stabilize the vocational security. 
Emphasis on hospital released patient should be directed 
towards giving them adeq~ate self~support and in developing 
their vocational interests. This may be done with the help 
of the social worker with the cooperation of the family. 
Although it is realized that the number of cases studied 
form a sample so small as to preclude firm conclusions, yet 
the finding~ in each case appear to be statistically factual, 
and when, or if combined with other factual data can be 
validly used to draw definitive conclusions whenever. tb.e sample;: 
becomes statistically sufficient. On this basis the findings 
and conclusions of this study may be summarized as follows: 
1. CatatonicB showed better adjustment than did the 
paranoids; as shown by three cases out of four cases 
for the catatonics as against two cases out of eight 
cases for the paranoids. 
2. Satisfactory vocational adjustment was also indicative 
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of excellent family adjustment; as indicated by nine 
satisfactory work.adjustment cases compared to nine 
satisfactory family adjustment cases covering the same 
.individuals out of the thirteen cases studied. 
3~ Satisfactory family adjustment depended on the 
patient's personality; as indicated by four cases 
out of the thirteen cases studied. 
4. Although ten of the thirteen patients returned to 
the same social environment, their adjustment was 
somewhat better than was expected; as indicated by 
six cases out of the ten cases. 
5. Six patients returned to the same vocational level, 
three to a lower work level, and one to work for 
the first time, while the remaining three were un-
able or unwilling to work. 
6. The encouraging support of the families and employers 
emphasized itself in all the vocational cases. 
7· The encouraging attitude of the families of those 
patients who did not work appeared to be the main 
stabilizing support of this group. 
8. Admitting the insufficiency of the elapsed time of 
the adjustment period, it was still apparent that the 
trend in ten of the thirteen cases was towards 
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stabilization in the community. 
9· It is to be noted that the degree of progress made by 
all the patients in their adjustment is impressive. 
lO.The stable, neutral, harmonious facets of family life, 
satisfactory vocational and social activites seem to be 
the more important factors in the adjustment of the 
patients entering irito this study. 
/)A.~:pro1ved ~. /} t~1r· ~ .... ---- ±...... 
· Bichard K. Conant 
,c.-~. Dean 
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~ENDIX A 
_('f't-' 
SCHEDULE I 
Name 
Age 
Admission Symptoms 
Date of Admission 
Pre-Hospital History 
Early environmental background 
Family constellation 
General background of parents 
Educational attainment 
Health 
Work adjustment 
Social adjustment 
Family relationships 
History of Mental Illness 
Age at first breakdown 
Precipitating factors 
Date of first hospital admission 
Diagnoses 
Length of stay 
Treatment 
Course in hospital 
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SCHEDULE II 
Name 
Health {Physical) 
Occupation 
Steadily employed 
Frequent changes 
Not employed 
Social and Personal 
Interests outside family 
Recreation. 
Family Set-up 
Good relationship with members of family 
Moderate acceptance of family - some conflict 
Indifferent towards family 
Religion 
Attitude towards 
Attitude towards Hospital 
Abnormal or eccentric characteristics 
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